
Key
Management 
Manage and Maintain Logs and 
Records for Keys with a Smart 
Key Management Solution.

Organizations are increasingly focused on the solid security of their cyber-physical assets in this era of frequent breaches and lapses. 
Accessibility and accountability rely squarely on efficient key management, and enterprises must utilize technological advancements to ensure 
that their premises and assets are always completely secure. A compromise of assets, data, and other tangible and intangible resources can 
cause organizations major difficulties in the form of financial losses, reputational losses, and compliance failures.

Today, enterprises must adopt new-age assets and facilities management tools to keep their locks and keys safe and from                                      
malicious intentions .

TMA Systems’ Key Management module helps enterprises 
efficiently manage their locks, keys, cores, and cylinders. It easily 
manages vital security information concerning key holders and 
key access. With the help of Key Management, enterprises can 
effectively track the various keys to rooms, equipment, vehicles, 
tools, and other assets. Additionally, the module tracks 
information related to audit trails for locks, cores, cylinders, 
bittings, keys, key rings, and key holders.

Ensure complete security and grant 
only credential-based access by 
managing and maintaining 
exhaustive records on the keys in 
use within the organization.

The Features

Easy tracking of all essential 
key data 

Maintenance of a 
comprehensive log of 
keys created, issued, lost, 
and destroyed

Maintenance and management 
of records on bitting, serialized 
and non-serialized keys, key 
holders, and historical and 
real-time data

Easy tracking of misplaced 
keys, keys by department and 
function, and key rings 

Fast issuance of keys for 
various assets

End-to-end visibility and 
control of bittings and user 
security-based access



Empowering facilities management teams with powerful asset maintenance and 
management solutions.

TMA Systems provides facilities and asset management solutions that can be easily 
configured to your needs (CMMS, EAM, or IWMS). For more than 30 years, TMA has 
provided reliable, intelligent, and trusted software solutions that help facility executives 
deliver value by reducing downtime, increasing maintenance productivity, improving 
equipment reliability, and saving money.
 
Our flagship solution WebTMA provides all the functionality you need to manage and 
maintain your capital assets while optimizing maintenance team productivity.

RELIABLE. INNOVATIVE. TRUSTED.

The Benefits

Ensure end-to-end security for 
users and assets

Increase the life of locks, keys, key 
rings, cores, and cylinders

Enjoy holistic visibility of keys and 
their holders

Seamlessly assign keys as per user 
credentials and needs

Avail a unified dashboard for all information 
related to keys within the organization

Discover how WebTMA can 
transform your organization. 
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Management of master 
keys, sub-master keys, and 
key holders

Fast replacement of locks 
and keys upon damage         
or loss

Report generation on key 
access information, bitting, 
repair, and replacement costs


